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Abstract—Atrial Fibrillation (AF) the most commonly occur-
ring type of cardiac arrhythmia is one of the main causes of
morbidity and mortality worldwide. The timely diagnosis of
AF is an equally important and challenging task because of
its asymptomatic and episodic nature. n this paper, state-of-
the-art ECG data-based machine learning models and signal
processing techniques applied for auto diagnosis of AF are
reviewed. Moreover, key biomarkers of AF on ECG and the
common methods and equipment used for the collection of
ECG data are discussed. Besides that, the modern wearable and
implantable ECG sensing technologies used for gathering AF
data are presented briefly. In the end, key challenges associated
with the development of auto diagnosis solutions of AF are
also highlighted. It is the first review paper of its kind that
comprehensively presents a discussion on all these aspects related
to AF auto-diagnosis at one place. It is observed that there is
dire need of low energy, low cost but accurate auto diagnosis
solutions for the proactive management of AF.
Index Terms—Atrial Fibrillation, ECG, Machine Learning,
Arrhythmia, AF Diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiac diseases have been the main cause of deaths world-
wide, according to the stats shared by the World Health
Organization (WHO) from 2000 to 2016. Throughout this
time, cardiac disease like Ischemic heart disease (IHD) has
been reported as the first and stroke as the second most
common reason for the mortality globally. Just in 2016, IHD
alone took lives of more than 9.4 million people and stroke
caused deaths of around 5.7 million people. These number of
deaths caused by IHD and stroke have increased by 34% and
12%, respectively, since 2000. Contemporary studies show a
strong correlation of AF with IHD and stroke, for an instance
20–30% of patients of Ischaemic stroke are diagnosed with
Atrial Fibrillation (AF) at some stage [1]. AF is also a very
common cardiac disease today, based on a multisource study
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in 2010, it was estimated that around 33.5 million individuals
had AF worldwide [2]. The widespread prevalence of AF is
alarming and it is expected that around 17.9 million people,
from Europe only, can be at risk of AF by 2060 [3].
Based on this trend, some of the researchers expect an
epidemic in the next 10 to 20 years. The mortality rate due
to AF has increased two times from 1990 to 2010, for male
and female both, with almost the same prevalence rate [3]. In
particular, the population above the age of 35 are at higher risk
of developing AF, amongst which the men are reported to have
a higher incidence of AF in comparison to females [2]. WHO
stats for 2016, show cardiac diseases as the main cause of
death in lower-middle income groups to higher income groups
contrary to low income group. Developed countries seem to
be larger affectees of AF as compared to developing countries.
This could be due to the lack of sufficient healthcare facilities
and resources that impinge the timely detection and diagnosis
of diseases such as AF.
Factors that can contribute towards the incidence and preva-
lence of AF can broadly be categorized as cardiac and non-
cardiac causes. Some of them are merely related to lifestyle
like smoking and drinking habits, whereas others are defined
by genetics and may not be changed like ethnicity, gender,
inherited disease etc., [1], [4]. Presence of AF can also increase
the risk of other cardiac disease like Ischemic heart disease,
valvular heart disease, congenital heart disease, congestive
heart failure (CHF) etc., and non-cardiac disease like de-
pression, cognitive dysfunction, chronic kidney disease etc.,
[4], [5]. Some potential medical and non-medical factors that
can contribute towards the occurrence of AF are presented in
Figure2 along with some serious medical conditions that can
be caused by AF [1], [2], [4]–[10].
The comprehensive knowledge about the causes and effects
of AF can help in proper diagnosis and management of AF.
The information about these contributing factors can also be
used in machine learning algorithms for auto-detection of AF
as it is used by [8]. Authors used the statistical information
bout clinical, biomarker and genetic attributes like blood
pressure, Glomerular filtration rate (GFR), Genotype, Age and
Gender in multivariate multinomial logistic regression based
model for AF detection. It is found that different factors
have different level of association with different types of AF.
Similarly, authors in [7] found that for their multivariable com-
peting risk model different factors like increasing age, body
mass index, and weight are comparatively strongly associated
with the development of non-paroxysmal AF. Whereas they
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Figure 1. ECG data based AF detection process with important steps and characteristics
are weakly associated with paroxysmal AF.
The timely AF diagnosis is very crucial to avoid a life
threatening situation, however, it is quite challenging specially
diagnosis at the early stage also referred to as Paroxysmal
AF (PAF). PAF is asymptotic and episodic in nature and
often goes undetected during diagnosis with conventional ECG
monitoring devices. This is due to the fact that such devices
are event-based which measure heart activity for a certain
time interval. Besides that, commonly a clinical set up is
required for the recording of an electrocardiogram (ECG).
On top of that a medical expert is needed to interpret the
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Figure 2. Causes and Risks associated with Atrial Fibrillation
ECG data. These inefficient diagnosis tools and dependency
on domain experts decreases the chances of timely detection
of AF many folds. The under-reporting of AF in developing
countries is coherent with this deduction. Hence, there is need
for such smart devices that collect ECG data efficiently for
longer intervals. In addition, they are required to be equipped
with artificial intelligence for the auto-diagnosis of AF without
external aid from a medical expert.
The emerging landscape of wearable and implantable sens-
ing technologies [11] provides a plethora of opportunities for
developing low cost, low energy and efficient solutions for the
data collection and monitoring of various human biomarkers
including ECG. On the other hand, the state of the art machine
learning algorithms can harness intelligence required for the
auto-decisions of AF exploiting the ECG data collected from
smart sensing devices. Though opportunities are endless and
continuous progress can be seen in both fields independently,
but for the time being, single smart sensing device equipped
with artificial intelligence for auto-detection or prediction of
AF is a futuristic concept. Such device is desired to have
low energy and low computational cost to meet the demands
of ’always on’ scenario and real-time diagnosis. Besides the
computational efficiency, high detection accuracy is also very
important to avoid false alarms which can lead to unnecessary
in-clinic visits and stress.
In this paper, literature is reviewed and presented in a
systematic way covering pertinent concepts and key steps
involved in developing a machine learning based solution for
AF detection as highlighted in Figure 1.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
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• It presents a summarized overview of common causes of
AF and risks associated
• It provides a brief introduction of AF and its important
types for an audience foreign to the concept
• It lists popular methods and equipment used for AF data
collection
• It identifies, reviews and discusses key biomarkers rel-
evant for the design of machine learning driven AF
detection models.
• It elaborates with use cases, each key step involved in
data pre-processing and machine learning model devel-
opment for the detection and prediction of AF
• It briefly discusses the modern methods and smart devices
for monitoring and data collection for AF
This review paper is unique in the sense that it compre-
hensively presents discussion on all these aspects related to
AF auto-diagnosis at one place which is not done before.
This review paper can provide a comprehensive guideline
for researchers, from engineering and medical background,
interested in developing machine learning based solutions for
the auto-detection and prediction of AF.
II. ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND ITS TYPES
AF is the presence of an abnormal heart rhythm caused by
irregular contraction pattern of atria, may be symptomatic or
asymptomatic. Common noticeable symptoms of symptomatic
AF include heart palpitations, fainting, dizziness, shortness
of breath, or chest pain. However, AF is often asymptomatic
without any prominent symptoms. This concealing character-
istic of AF may result in its late diagnosis and may lead to
morbidity or even mortality.
AF can be classified based on symptoms, aetiology, elec-
trophysiology etc. [12]. A joint committee of American Heart
Association (AHA), American College of Cardiology (ACC)
and European Society of Cardiology (ESC) has proposed a
scheme of classification based on temporal rhythm [13]. They
recommend this classification scheme for simplicity and clin-
ical relevance. It is the most popular and commonly accepted
classification approach for AF. Four main classes identified in
this scheme are presented in Figure 3 and discussed below.
Pattern or electrical signature of single episode of each type
of AF is same in its essence. Classes are defined based on the
frequency of occurrence of those episodes and how long they
last.
A. First detected
It is the occurrence of the first episode of AF when AF
is diagnosed. Irrespective of the duration or intensity of AF
episode, AF initially falls in this category. Early detection
of such episodes is almost impossible particularly using the
conventional event based ECG monitoring solutions. Event
based ECG is taken for a certain interval of time and mostly
when some serious symptoms are already observed. But AF
can be silent and may not have any symptoms at all particularly
for the first episode, so it may go completely unnoticed. On the
contrary if complete medical history of the patient is available
then big data analytic may help to identify the preceding
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Figure 3. Types of AF and possible patterns of their occurrence
patterns that lead to AF. Similarly, data collected from multiple
sensors for various biomarkers can be collected and fused
to generate high quality data rich in information about the
medical condition of the person under monitoring [14]. Data
analytic performed on public healthcare databases can help to
identify potential biomarkers from similar cases. Once patterns
or biomarkers leading to AF are identified then ML solution
can be devised to predict forthcoming possible first episode of
AF. But for this beforehand continuous monitoring is needed.
Data collection may be done by continuous sensing devices
like wearable smart watches or after a flag raised by any prior
disease associated with AF. Aged persons or patients with
some disease at high risk of AF can be kept under observation.
B. Paroxysmal (PAF)
When the first detected episode of AF does not last for
more than a week and it stops on its own, it is labelled as
Paroxysmal. Most of the time it terminates in less than 24
hours. Because of its interim episodic nature, its detection is
also very difficult. However, its identification is very important
as the chances of cure with treatment are very high at this
stage. Auto-detection of PAF is a hot research topic with two
main approaches for PAF diagnosis. First focuses classification
of PAF episodes from the sinus rhythm it is helpful to diagnose
the patients with AF episodes already happening. In second
approach, various machine learning algorithms [15] have been
studied to predict the onset of PAF. This approach can help in
preempting an upcoming episode. But both approaches have
the limitations that they are applicable for the patients who
already have AF. They do not address the cases where the
subjects can be at the risk of AF but they do not have it yet.
For such cases again the approach highlighted in preceding
section can be adopted. Machine learning algorithm based
on biomarkers for potential AF cases can be helpful for the
diagnosis of patients at risk of AF.
C. Persistent (PeAF):
If AF prolongs more than a week, it is unlikely that it will
stop on its own. An intervention like the application of direct
current cardioversion or use of medicine may be needed to
stop the episode. It is still curable and effective monitoring and
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detection system can help in its management from diagnosis to
treatment. In such cases patients are mostly already diagnosed
with AF and are under treatment. Machine learning can play
an important role for patients under treatment.It can help to
predict the upcoming episode so it may be managed with
timely action. With the exploitation of the preceding pattern
to an AF episodes ML can predict the onset episodes in PeAF
patients [16].
D. Permanent
At this stage, AF is continuous and does not go away for a
very long period of time like for one year or more. If medi-
cation, cardioversion or medical procedure is unsuccessful or
not attempted at all the persistent AF can turn into permanent
AF [17]. Advance medical procedures may help some patients
in improving their quality of life at this stage. Identification
of AF beats can help in the provision of necessary treatment
at an appropriate time. Since, at this stage, it is continuous
instead of being episodic, so it can be easily detected with
the conventional ECG methods. It is also easy to gather data
of such patients as compared to data from patients with other
types of AF because they are more likely to be registered
with healthcare facilities for more frequent examinations. This
data can be helpful in the identification of key characteristics
of AF patterns. These key features then can be used in the
development of machine learning models for AF-diagnosis.
The progression of AF from one stage to other is highlighted
by the direction of arrows in Figure 3. Patient with PAF can go
to the persistent stage and vice versa based on the intensity and
frequency of AF episodes or progress made due to treatment.
Once AF changes into permanent AF, it is highly unlikely
to reverse it. The inability to detect AF in a timely fashion
can not only increase the risk of progression of AF into an
advance stage but it can also lead to other prevalent diseases
like presented in Figure 2. So, early the AF is detected higher
are the chances to take preventive or corrective measures to
avoid severe conditions like stroke or heart failure. Machine
learning is commonly applied to detect AF [18], [19], predict
episodes of AF [20], [21] or differentiate between the AF
types [22].
Some other important categories defined by the same joint
committee of ACC, AHA, ESC are as follows:
Lone atrial fibrillation (LAF): The term Lone atrial fibril-
lation (LAF) is used when the patient experience no symptoms
such as ones listed in Figure 2. The detection of LAF is
challenging because of the absence of apparent symptoms.
However smart machine learning solutions that exploit the
preceding patterns for AF can help in the diagnosis of LAF,
as discussed earlier for ’First Detected’ or ’PAF’.
Valvular and Non-valvular atrial fibrillation: When AF is
caused by any valvular disorder it is called as valvular AF. This
disorder can be due to some valvular disease or replacement of
any valve of heart with an artificial valve. On the contrary, AF
is called non-valvular AF when it is present in the absences of
a prosthetic heart valve, mitral valve or any disease associated
to these valves.
Secondary AF: When AF is present along with other
diseases it is called secondary AF. It is follows reversible
aetiology (i.e AF can be caused or lead to other diseases like
heart failure, cardiac surgery, stroke, etc.). Even in patients
who undergo non-cardiac or non-thoracic surgery, there are
high chances of AF incidence ranging from 0.4% to 26%.
AF following a surgery is also called postoperative atrial
fibrillation (POAF) and it is a very common type of pre-
operative arrhythmia. The incidence of POAF depends on
multiple factors like age, lifestyle, type of surgery performed,
and the presence of other heart diseases [23], [24]. In the
case of cardio-thoracic surgery, chances of POAF are higher
than those after non-cardiac surgery. For example, patients
undergone coronary heart surgery have approximately 33%
chances to suffer POAF. Prospects of the incidence of POAF
after valvular heart surgery are even higher. [25]. Data analysis
and machine learning may help to identify some patterns in
the medical history of POAF patients.These patterns then can
be exploited further to detect potential POAF cases among
post surgery cases.
III. DATA COLLECTION FOR AF DIAGNOSIS
Different medical tests including ECG, ultrasound scan,
echocardiogram are conducted to assess the health status of
the heart. The information obtained from such examination
is then used to identify the nature and type of AF. A chest
X-ray or blood test can also be conducted to evaluate any
possible predisposed or associated disease. All these tests can
help to have detailed look on cardiac functioning but ECG
is considered the main most reliable test for the diagnosis of
AF and other arrhythmia [27]. [28] provides a comprehensive
review of screening test for AF. The subsequent section details
the most common equipment used in practice for ECG data
collection, discusses the key ECG features, and the available
data repositories that have been used to advance the ECG data
driven research.
ECG
Equipment
Duration of
Recording
Functionality/ Characteristics
Resting ECG
device
5-10 minutes The subject is supposed to lie down
quietly without any movement to
avoid any interference from any other
muscular activity.
Stress test ECG
devices
15-30
minutes
ECG is carried out while subjects
performs some physical activity like
walking on a treadmill.
Ambulatory
ECG devices
[26]
Few hours to
few years
Used to record ECG over days, weeks
or years. They are primarily used for
the outpatients.
They can record ECG continuously
or intermittently.
Recording can be started by the pa-
tient like in case of loop memory
monitor or symptom monitor or au-
tomatically based on the auto-sensing
of arrhythmic signals.
They can be fitted externally e.g
Patch recorder or can be implanted
below the skin like implanted loop
recorders.
Table I
SOME POPULAR ECG DEVICES
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Components of the ECG Association in the heart Duration (T) / Amplitude (V) / Length (L)
Standard
P Wave Represents firing of the SA node and normal depolarization of atrium T <=0.11 sec
RR Interval It is duration between two consecutive R peaks in R wave. R wave
represents early depolarization of ventricular.
T: 0.6 - 1.20 sec
QRS Complex
One single heart beat corresponding to the depolarization of the right
and left ventricles (lower heart chambers)
T <= 0.12 sec
Q-wave = first negative deflection T <= 0.04 ssec
R-wave = first positive deflection
S-wave = second negative deflecton
ST Segment The beginning of ventricular repolarization. It should be isoelectric
(flat at baseline).
T <= 2.0 mm in some precordial leads, L
<0.5 mm in any lead
T Wave Repolarization of the ventricles A=>0.2 mV in leads V3 and V4 and
A=>0.1 mV in leads V5 and V6
Secondary
U-Wave Last, inconsistent, smallest, rounded and upward deflection contro-
versial in origin, sometimes seen following the T wave making TU
junction along the baseline or fused with it. Can be present in a healthy
heartbeat as well.
L <= 1 mm, A <1/3 of T-wave amplitude
in same lead
Table II
KEY ARTEFACTS OF ECG OF SINUS RHYTHM
A. ECG Equipment
ECG presents variation in the electrical signal, related to
contractile activity of the heart, over time. It can be easily
recorded using noninvasive electrodes on the chest or limbs.
Continuous or real-time ECG monitoring can help detect the
AF. Some popular devices for ECG data collection are listed
in Table I along with the detail about their functionality.
Quality of the ECG data collected has significant dependence
on the data collection method and the equipment used. ECG
devices vary based on the use of the number of leads used and
length of time interval of data collection besides their portable
nature. Commonly used ECG equipment in clinic are very
sophisticated and use more leads which help to collect detailed
information about the electrical activity of the heart like it is
in the case in resting or stress test ECG. Such equipment is not
portable and they can collect data for shorter intervals where
patients are required to be in clinic and maintain certain body
postures. But they are not very helpful for continuous or real-
time monitoring of subjects on the go.
Implantable or wearable ECG equipment like loop monitor,
patch recorders or ambulatory devices can be used for con-
tinuous data collection for longer intervals in mobile users.
They are portable, user can wear them and collect ECG data
anytime anywhere. Some devices can collect data continuously
for longer intervals like upto few days. To support a portable
or wearable design these devices are smaller in size, lower
in computation power and have fewer leads which limits the
information to be collected. Besides that, as the data can be
collected for longer intervals and the physical activity of the
participants may not be restricted, ECG data can be polluted
by the signals produced by the activity of the muscles. Hence
there is a trade-off between the quality of the data collected
and mobility of the participants. Use of more leads in an
controlled environment can help to obtain better quality data
but it restricts the movement of the participants and duration
of data collection. On the other hand mobile devices give
freedom of choice for the time and location but quality of
data is compromised because of the low sensing capacity of
wearable devices and inevitable muscle activity.
B. ECG Characteristics
1) ECG Characteristics of Sinus Rhythm: A labelled ECG
excerpt for sinus rhythm, recorded by 12 leads equipment,
is shown in Figure 4 and its key features are described in
Table II [29].
A sinus rhythm has a set pattern which repeats itself.
Amplitude and duration of artefacts are constant. If they
change then it is not sinus rhythm. Sinus rhythm always has a
same round shape P-wave which does not change. The P-wave
is followed by QRS Complex and duration between any two
consecutive R peaks remains same and constant.
2) Key ECG Markers of AF Detection: Some salient char-
acteristics of ECG of an AF episodes are present in Table III
with a description of how they can help in identification of AF.
Absence of P-wave is a key indicator of the presence of AF.
As shown in Figure 5, the ECG excerpt at the right bottom
shows the sinus rhythm where P-wave is present, but from the
RR Interval
ST Interval
QRS Complex
QT Interval
Figure 4. ECG of Sinus Rhythm with its Key Artefacts
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Features Effect Challenges Morphology Parame-
ters
P Wave Missing
P-wave
Common
among other
Arrhythmia
Amplitude, width,area
under the P-wave; Time
duration between its
onset and peak; Time
duration between P and
R peaks.
RR Inter-
val
Inconsistent
Intervals
Common
among other
Arrhythmia
Duration between con-
secutive R peaks
QRS
com-
plexes
Widens/
shrinks in
some cases
Mostly
remains
unchanged
Area under the
QRS curve, Width
of the QRS
complex,Amplitude
of the R peak;
Table III
KEY ARTEFACTS OF ECG OF AF ARRHYTHMIA
left ECG excerpt of AF patient, it can be seen that there is no
clear and explicit P-wave, instead, many random fluctuations
can be seen. An expert, with visual inspection, observing the
absence of P-wave can diagnose a potential AF case. Similarly,
the irregular RR interval can also indicate AF but some other
arrhythmia also have the similar irregularity.
However, this whole process, involving paper ECG and
personal inspection by an expert, is slow, reactive and time
consuming. This demands an automated system that can
analyze the patterns in the ECG data and accordingly classify
possible AF episodes without the need of a medical expert.
Current state-of-the-art solutions that strive to automate the
detection of AF episodes extract various features from the
ECG data such as detection of absence of P-wave, duration
between consecutive RR intervals, height and spread of various
sections of ECG wave. There has been ongoing research
on engineering suitable features to increase the accuracy of
aforementioned automated models.
C. AF ECG Registries
The collection of ECG data often requires access to ex-
pensive hardware, medical expert and consent of target pa-
tients. Therefore, to advance the ECG centric research for
various application, AF being the one, researchers have made
public databases like Physionet. In the context of developing
Normal HeartbeatAtrial Fibrillation
Figure 5. Atrial Fibrillation VS Normal Heartbeat
machine-learning driven solutions, the availability of such
information opens up a lot of possibilities to experiment
with various feature extraction techniques and algorithmic
models, in order to design accurate predictive models for AF
diagnosis. Thanks to publicly available databases like Phys-
ionet [31]–[36] which provides such opportunities They are
not limited to just the provision of databases but some theme
specific competitions have foster research for different aspects
of AF detection and prediction. For example Computers in
Cardiology Challenge 2001 had the theme of prediction of
PAF. Participants and other researchers have contributed by
developing a number of different machine learning solution for
PAF prediction [20], [38]–[42]. Publicly available Physionet
registries and related challenges are mentioned in Table III
along with some other important data bases which may be
acquired on request.
IV. ECG SIGNAL DATA PROCESSING
Machine Learning involves some preliminary steps crucial
for the development of an efficient and accurate model. These
steps, including data cleaning, filtering, feature extraction,
feature selection, etc., are commonly grouped into the category
of data preparation for ML algorithms [43], [44], or labelled as
datamining steps for ML [45]. These steps are very important
as the performance of the models highly depends on the
quality of data and the right combination of features used
in the ML algorithm, besides the choice of algorithm itself
[44]. Authors in [46] have proposed generalized algorithms
listing key steps involved in ECG signal processing and ML
implementation for AF detection. ECG data collected using
different equipment may vary in signal quality depending on
Registry/ Database Specification
Gulf Survey of AF
Events [30]
Scope: Patients from 23 hospitals in 6 Mid-
dle Eastern Gulf countries: Bahrain, Kuwait,
Qatar, Oman, United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
Leads: 12, Sample size 30(sec). Features: Demo-
graphics, Medical history, History of AF, Type
of AF, Prior AF interventions
MIT-BIH AF 2000
[31]
25 long-term ECG recordings of human subjects
with atrial fibrillation (mostly paroxysmal). Of
these, 23 records include the two ECG signals
PAF Prediction
Challenge Database
2001 [32]
ECG: Two Channels,Subjects:48, Samples:50
records 4 values (Onset of PAF,No PAF within
45,just after PAF, just after no PAF)& 50 pairs
SNR, Sample Size: 5,30 (minutes). Features:
PAF, SNR, Target: Predict PAF
Intracardiac
Atrial Fibrillation
Database 2003 [33]
Subjects: 8 PAF Patients, ECG: 3 leads, Data:8
sets of 4 records
AF Termination
Challenge Database
2004 [34]
Subjects:20 (10 Noramal,10 S/T AF), ECG:
Two channels, Sample Size:60 (Sec), Sam-
ples:Training 30 (10 N,10 SAF,10TAF)& Test
20(10 SAF,10TAF),
Long Term AF
Database 2008 [35]
Samples:84, Sample Size: 24-25 hour , ECG:
Two channels
Physionet 2017 [36] Device:AliveCor, Leads:Single, Training sam-
ples:8,528,Test data:3,658, Sample length:9-
60(Sec)
RECORD AF 2008
[37]
Subjects:5,604, Area covered: worldwide 532
sites in 21 countries, Target: PAF, PeAF in
recently diagnosed patients
Table IV
ECG REGISTRIES
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Figure 6. Common types of noise in ECG (a) 50 Hz power line interference,
(b) Electromyographic noise , and (c) Baseline wander. Adapted from [47]
the quality of equipment used and method of data collection
(e.g., number of leads used, location of their placement on
the body, interval of data collection etc). ECG data collected,
particularly from the wearable devices, contains noise and
can be low in quality. The contributing factors towards noise
include interference, non-alignment of artefacts, baseline drift,
sensor displacement, errors in defibrillators or malfunctioning
of the pacemakers. Besides that, ECG signal data needs to
be pre-processed and features need to be extracted to use
as input for machine learning model. Hence, selecting and
extracting right set of features is a crucial step that directly
impacts the AF detection model performance. Discussion on
important data preparation steps like noise filtering, feature
extraction and feature selection in the context of machine
learning based AF diagnosis is presented here, but first, we
briefly discuss some popular filters used in ECG processing
for different purposes:
A. Filtering
Filters can remove undesired elements from the ECG signal
data and can help to sync artefacts. Researchers have used
different types of filterers on ECG signals for different goals.
Most commonly used filters are linear filters which mainly
control a set of frequencies to pass. In e.g [48] authors have
used ’low pass filter’ that allows frequencies less than certain
level to repress the artefacts, [19] has used bandpass filter
to allow a certain bandwidth (5- 26 Hz), remove baseline
wandering (BLW), power-line interference, and maximize the
QRS energy. Whereas [21] has used Fast Fourier transform
based brick-wall filter with the bandpass frequency (1 Hz,
45 Hz) to allow a band-limited frequency to pass. Then they
applied a sliding window (500 ms) with root mean square filter
and the median value of the filtered signal for the removal of
the motion artefacts. Opposite to bandpass filter, there also
exists band stop filter that suppresses a particular band and
allows other frequencies to pass, e.g. [49] uses such filter
called notch filter (for a narrow band to stop) to eliminate 50-
60 HZ power line interference (PLI). On the other hand, a non-
linear morphological filter can be used to remove BLW and
detect specific artefacts or fiducial points e.g. QRS complex,
P-wave etc. In the context of down sampling, filtering methods
are helpful for increasing computational efficiency in the step
of feature extraction and model training. Another very popular
filter used for smoothing, noise removal and feature extraction
is wavelet transform [50] Different types of filter used for ECG
data processing are discussed in detail in the following sections
with respect to their pre-processing applications.
B. Noise Removal
Since the signal to noise ratio of ECG is low, therefore, there
are high chances that ECG data collected can be contaminated
with noise [51]. Significant and commonly found types of
noises as presented in Figure 6 and summarised in Table V
are discussed below along with the possible denoising and
filtering techniques used to remove them:
1) Electromyogram (EMG) Noise: ECG is an electrical
signal generated by the movement of heart muscles whereas
EMG is the electrical activity generated by the skeletal mus-
cles. Surface EMG comprises almost the same procedure as
it is for the surface ECG. Both involve placing electrodes on
the skin and measure the voltage difference between any two
electrodes. As ECG and EMG frequency spectrum overlaps, i.e
both are sensitive to a similar range of frequencies, therefore,
it is very difficult to avoid contamination of signals generated
from muscles other than heart muscles in the process of ECG
recording. An EMG contaminated ECG signal is shown in
Figure 6 (c). It is more likely to find this type of noise in
exercise ECG or long-term ECG particularly with wearable
devices because it is not possible to avoid muscle activity in
such cases.
As compared to other types of noises present in ECG,
removal of EMG artefacts is more difficult because of spectral
overlapping and its random nature [53], [55]. Different type
of filters like discrete wavelet transformation, band filter(low
pass), adaptive filter or their variants like least-mean-square
(LMS) and recursive least-squares (RLS) are used to suppress
or remove EMG artefacts from the ECG signal. However, the
challenge faced is that techniques such as low-pass filtering
Type of
Noise
Common Causes Popular Filters/Solutions
Electromyog-
ram (EMG)
noise
Contraction of mus-
cles, sudden move-
ment of body
Discrete wavelet transform
[52]–[54]; low pass filters;signal
slope dependent approximation
filter [55]
Power line
interference
Electromagnetic
fields by power-lines
or nearby electric
devices
Proper insulation and grounding
of wires and equipment, Band
pass filter; Discrete wavelet
transform [54], [56]; Adaptive
Filter [51], [56], Subtraction
procedure [57]
Baseline
wandering
Respiration, body
movements,
poor electrode
contact,perspiration
Linear high pass filters, polyno-
mial filters [47]
Table V
ECG NOISE TYPES, POSSIBLE SOURCES AND POTENTIAL SOLUTION FOR
REMOVAL
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methods that are used to suppress EMG artefacts lead to
reduction in the sharpness of Q, R and S wave important
component of the ECG signal. Subsequently, the artefacts may
lose their commercial shapes and subsequently some important
information. In [55] authors have proposed a solution to
address this challenge by applying a dynamic approximation
filter which uses a varying number of weight coefficients
and tries changing the number of samples, according to the
slope of ECG signal [55]. To address the same problem a
threshold-based wavelet transformation scheme has also been
experimented with [52]. It id used to removes EMG artefacts
while retaining the original geometrical properties of the ECG
signal.
2) Power line interference (PLI): It is produced by the
electromagnetic field produced by the regular AC current of
50-60 Hz passing through the wires around ECG equipment. It
can be caused by the electronic devices not grounded properly
or other electronic devices in operation near the ECG device
as shown in Figure 6 (b).PLI can be minimized by properly
grounding the electric equipment or keeping other electronic
devices away from the ECG recording device. Fixed notch
filters like infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse
response (FIR) [58] and their variant like High-Q Comb FIR
[59] are commonly used to removed PLI from ECG signal
[56], [60]–[62]. Disadvantages of the fixed notch filter are that
it modifies the ECG signal, produces ripples and also requires
some fixed parameters.
There also exist some alternative solutions which, unlike
Notch filter, does not have fixed parameters, they are called
adaptive filters [63] and they have different implementation
schemes like LMS [51], RLS [64], Hilbert Huang Transform
adaptive filter [65], [66]. But their drawback is that they
also require a reference signal and QRS complex may have
interference with the parameter estimation [61]. [67] provides
a comparative study of adaptive and non-adaptive filters for
the reduction of PLI in ECG. Subtraction method [68], [69]
is another common approach used for PLI removal from
ECG. [57] provides a comprehensive study on different sub-
traction methods.
For futuristic low energy ECG devices for the monitoring of
longer hours, PLI is a serious point of concern. Authors in [70]
discuss the PLI removal in the context of low power wearable
ECG devices. They evaluate the performance of different
PLI removal methods like Notch Filter, Sinusoidal Modeling,
Regression Subtraction, and Adaptive Filter. They present
results showing that except adaptive filter other methods are
not robust enough to perform well for the wearable smart
devices, particularly adoptive filter recursive least squares
(RLS) outperforms the other filters.
3) Baseline wandering (BLW): Baseline wandering is low-
frequency noise mainly caused by respiratory movements,
body movements, scars on the skin, depletion of gel on
electrodes or poor contact between electrodes and skin due to
sweating. It is another very common cause of noise in ECG
data and therefore, its removal is also well-sought research
problem. Different methods like high-pass filter, bandpass
filter, digital filters (IIR, FIR), adaptive filter, blind source
separation (BSS) [62], wavelet transformation [71]–[73] etc.,
are often applied for BLW removal from ECG. The common
challenges associated with the aforementioned methods are
the need of the reference signal and the delineation of ECG.
To overcome these challenges [74] propose a hybrid method
comprising adaptive notch filter and BSS that has shown to
outperform the conventional BLW removal techniques.
A comparative study of nine most cited and widely used
methods of BLW removal is presented in [75]. Authors com-
pare the performance of filter like FIR, wavelet transformation,
interpolation using cubic splines, IIR , LMS adaptive filter,
moving-average filter, and independent component analysis.
In addition they also asses some hybrid approaches of wavelet
transformation filter like wavelet adaptive filter [76], an adap-
tive filter based on discrete wavelet transform and artificial
neural network [77], mean-median and discrete wavelet trans-
formation (DWT) [78]. After the empirical evaluation against
the parameters like low computational cost, implementation
simplicity and low distortion criteria, authors in [75] recom-
mend FIR filter for the removal of BLW. They find it equally
efficient for the both, embedded device and computer-based
ECG analysis.
In addition to the aforementioned noise sources, researchers
have highlighted other artefacts which needs to be removed
to get the relevant information from the ECG signals. For
the current requirements of continuous monitoring for longer
intervals of time, on low-energy devices, an increased amount
of noise is expected. Smart wearable devices often have
prolonged usage and demand effective yet less computational
hungry algorithms for noise removal, since they have energy
constrained. Therefore, such filters are needed which should
be computationally low cost, efficient in eliminating multiple
noise elements without removing valuable artefacts. Single
or fewer low-cost filters for the removal of multiple noise
types are ideal for low-energy devices, particularly those with
capacity for ECG delineation.
In [54] authors have proposed a hybrid approach, an
adaptive dual threshold filter (ADTF) with discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) for the removal of the three main types of
noise (EMG, PLI, White Gaussian Noise). They empirically
show their approach outperforms other methods namely Rie-
mann–Liouville (RL) integrator, fractional zero-phase filtering
(FZP) and the zero-phase average window filter (AZP) for all
the three types of noise. There are two main limitations of
their research, particularly important in the context of smart
ECG monitoring and analysis devices. First, their approach
involves three different filters, applied in three separate steps.
Second, they have applied it for the removal of each noise
type separately. Authors in [77] present a more efficient
hybrid approach for the removal of multiple noise types at the
same time. They propose an adaptive filter based on wavelet
transform and artificial neural networks to remove all the noise
types at the same time. They improve the signal to noise ratio
for individual noise types e.g., power-line interference (22.36
db), baseline wander (11.56 db), white noise (11.80), electrode
motion artefact (9.64 db), and muscle contraction noise (5.19
db) and 15.72 dB when all noises types are removed at the
same time.
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Heartbeat (ECG Data)
Atrial Activity
f-wave based features
Amplitude, Area under 
the curve, width/ 
interval of f-wave etc.
Features from ECG 
excerpt free from QRS 
Complex
(e.g., from TQ interval)
TQ or f-f interval based 
time & frequency 
domain features, 
spectral features, 
statistical features
Ventricular Response
Features from QRS Complex 
(e.g.,  from RR interval)
RR interval time & frequency 
domain features, statistical 
features, spectral features; 
amplitude of R-peak, area under 
QRS curve, width/interval of 
QRS curve etc.
Figure 7. Features extracted from different segments of ECG of atrial activity
and ventricular response
C. Features Extraction
Features are the input information for a ML algorithm that
can help to detect or predict AF. It can be any piece of
information like age, gender, or medical history presented in
Figure 2 or biomarkers which individually or combined can
help to develop a model for the identification or prediction
of AF. Biomarkers that can distinctly identify existing or
potential patients [79] of AF are very valuable features. In
this section, important artefacts or characteristics of ECG and
popular features derived using those artefacts, valuable for the
detection and prediction of AF, are presented. Besides that,
some commonly used methods of feature extraction are also
discussed.
The raw ECG signal data may be used directly as input
in machine learning algorithms as the authors in [18] have
used it in their deep learning based model. Using raw ECG
signal data as input has its own pitfalls like high computational
cost and high sensitivity to noise, making it inefficient for the
smart AF diagnosis devices. On the other hand, features based
approach is more pragmatic for developing energy efficient
and accurate solution supportive for continuous or prolonged
monitoring. For AF auto-diagnosis features can be extracted
from the key patterns observed on ECG of AF patients.
Features extracted from ECG like statistical attributes of f-
wave [80], RR interval [81], and QRS complexes [82] act as
input to the ML algorithms for AF detection. Characteristics or
key element of normal sinus rhythm are already presented in
Table II which basically present the regular electrical activity
generated form the normal contraction and retraction of heart
muscles. Deviation in heartbeat patterns from the sinus rhythm
is referred arrhythmia. Patterns of some types of arrhythmia
are presented in [83] with some examples of ECG excerpts.
Features are commonly grouped and studied in two do-
mains Time and Frequency. New features are extracted from
their temporal or frequency attributes. Additionally, commonly
known classes include statistical or distribution function fea-
tures. For the features extraction study with conventional do-
mains please consult [84]. But here in this study, classification
of feature extraction is driven by the source activities that
generate the data or features. In the presence of AF, atrial
activity is disturbed and, as a result of it, ventricular response
also does not remain normal. Therefore, the representative
ECG characteristics of these two activities are used for AF
detection. The main AF characteristics based on irregularity
in atrial activity or ventricular response are as follow:
• The signature wave of atrial activity known as P-wave
is absent or replaced with f-wave [85]. f-wave reflects
irregular atrial beat rate that varies between 240 and 540
with an average of 350 beats/min. It is a low amplitude
fibrillatory wave [86].
• QRS complex, representing the ventricular response on
the ECG, is disturbed. It is mainly reflected by irregular
RR intervals also known as ”irregularly irregular”. For
their measurement the first task is to detect QRS complex,
then detect R-peaks in QRS complex, and then measure
the duration between consecutive R peaks.
In research, therefore, machine learning algorithm for AF
detection commonly use features extracted from the ECG
data of atrial activity, ventricular response or combination of
both [81], [87].
1) Atrial activity based Features:
P-wave and f-wave represent atrial activity in normal and
atrial fibrillation respectively and QRS complex represents a
ventricular response. Therefore, to extract features from atrial
activity either an isolated f-wave or ECG excerpt excluding
QRS complex (e.g TQ interval) are used. To get an isolated
f-wave or ECG free from QRS complex, QRS cancellation
is a common preliminary step [88]. Popular methods of QRS
cancellation include direct suppression of QRS, average beat
subtraction (ABS) [89], [90], use of filters (e.g, bandpass
filter, adaptive filter) [91], spatiotemporal QRS cancellation,
blind source separation, independent component analysis, and
principal component analysis.
Important step for the cancellation of QRS, in most of the
cancellation methods, is the detection of QRS complex. Differ-
ent algorithms are used for the detection of QRS Complex, the
popular ones include wavelet transformation [92], [93], neural
networks [89], [94], and Pan and Tompkins algorithm [95],
[96]. Pan Tompkins algorithm is the most popular algorithm
used for the detection of QRS complex and it is found to
outperform other methods in terms of detection accuracy and
computational cost [97]. Authors in [98] has proposed Neural
Network based approach for QRS cancellation which they
consider to be more robust to noise and QRS variations.
Once the QRS complex is detected it is subtracted from the
ECG. Features are extracted from isolated f-wave or residual
ECG. Those features can be based on the amplitude, interval
between consecutive f-waves or area under the curve of f-
wave. They can also be derived from the spectral or time-
frequency analysis of atrial activity [99].
Use of atrial activity based features are not as popular as the
ventricular response. It is so because the signal to noise ratio
of atrial activity is very low, detection of isolated f-wave or
t-wave for TQ/QT interval is less efficient and performance of
AF detection algorithms based on the atrial activity is also
not very well [87], [98]. Besides that, atrial behaviour for
AF varies from patient to patient and it overlaps with other
arrhythmia e.g., atrial flutter [86].
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2) Ventricular response based Features:
QRS complex presents the ventricular response which is
dependent on the atrial activity anyways. Fiducial points of
QRS complex (e.g onset, offset points and peaks of waves in
QRS complex) can help to find useful features important for
AF detection and prediction. However, prior to extraction of
the fiducial points an estimation of QRS complex in the ECG
signal is performed using methods mentioned in the previous
section. R-peak is considered the most significant biomarker
in ventricular response with the highest amplitude.
The time distance between two consecutive R-peaks is
called R-R interval [50]. RR Interval is the most popular
feature for the detection of AF and many other types of
arrhythmia. Some commonly used RR interval based time,
frequency, spectral and distribution domain features are listed
in Table VI [19], [84], [100]–[102].
Authors in [100] have used a pool of 122 features, grouped
into three main categories, time domain, frequency domain
and distribution domain. They developed a ML model with
low complexity and computational cost. It is found that
though the statistical features like mean, variance etc., are very
simple, yet they provide vital information for ECG rhythm
classification. Besides time, frequency and statistical features,
authors in [102] have also used some other features like Zero
Crossing Rate, Energy Entropy, Spectral Centroid and Spread,
Time Domain Features from RR Interval
AVRR: Average of RR intervals
SDRR: Standard deviation of the RR intervals
SDARR: Standard deviation of the average of RR intervals
RMSSD: Root Mean Square Standard Deviation
RR50: Number of pairs of successive RRs that differ by more than 50ms
PRR50: Proportion of RR50 divided by total number of RRs.
TIRR: Triangular interpolation of RR interval histogram
Bradycardia flag
Tachycardia flag
MRR: Median RR interval
5% ranked RR interval
95% ranked RR interval
AF evidence from Lorenz plots
Max deviation
Poincare´ mean stepping increment
Poincare´ dispersion of points around diagonal line
CV of RR intervals
CV of ∆ RR intervals
p value of KS test of RR intervals
p value of KS test of RR intervals
KS test statistic of RR intervals
KS test statistic of RR intervals
Frequency Domain Features for RR Interval
ULF: (0.003Hz)
VLF: (0.0033–0.04Hz)
LF (low-frequency power: 0.04 and 0.15 Hz
HF (high-frequency power): 0.15 and 0.40 Hz
LF/HF: ratio Ratio of low- to high-frequency power
RR intervals PSD
∆ RR intervals PSD
Statstical Features
mean, median, kurtosis, standard deviation, range and skewness
Distribution domain
RR intervals histogram
∆RR intervals histogram
Table VI
TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN RR FEATURES
Spectral Flux and Roll-off, Harmonic-to-Noise ratio, Spectral
Peaks, Spectral Power Features, Median Amplitude Spectrum,
Covariance Features, Fast Approximate Entropy, Spectral En-
tropy, Shannon Entropy, Higuchi Fractal Dimensions, Hjorth
Parameters, and RMS Level.
Key challenges in using the ventricular response for AF
detection are that the ventricular response may or may not
change in presence of AF. So, in AF, RR can be either
irregular or regular for example when an artificial ventricular
pacer is applied RR interval gets regular. Besides that, AF
irregular behaviour overlaps with the other arrhythmia like
atrial flutter and multifocal atrial tachycardia [86]. To address
this challenge atrial activity based features, e.g., for TQ
interval, may be extracted as they are extracted for RR interval
presented in Table VI.
Besides the popular methods mentioned above, some other
advance techniques used for ECG feature extraction in-
clude power spectral density(PSD) [96], and Structural Co-
Occurrence Matrix (SCM) [103], [104], Burg method, Short
Time Fourier Transforms (STFT), Higher Order Statistics
(HOS) [103], [104], Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT).
Some non-linear methods of feature extraction include Recur-
rence Plots, Sample Entropy (SampEn), Fractal Dimension,
Approximate Entropy, Largest Lyapunov Exponent, Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis, Correlation Dimension Analysis [84].
Methods of finding similarity between two waveform like
wavelet coherence (WTC) method is also very effective
method used for ECG features extraction [105]. Some tech-
niques applied together improve the performance of the models
as compared to when they are applied separately. For example
SCM and HOS found to perform better when applied together
[104].
From the futuristic perspective, low computational cost and
robustness to noise are key requirement for the feature extrac-
tion techniques, to support low energy devices for AF auto-
diagnosis. Authors in [106] share a smart modified version
of Sequency Ordered Complex Hadamard Transform (SCHT)
method, called Conjugate Symmetric Sequency Ordered Com-
plex Hadamard Transform (CS-SCHT) for the efficient and
effective feature extraction. This method outperforms other
popular conventional and advance methods like adamard
transform (NCHT), and natural-ordered complex Hadamard
transform (NCHT) when applied with different classification
algorithms like KNN, SVM and Levenberg Marquardt Neural
Network (LMNN). The key advantages highlighted for this
method, computationl efficiency, low memory consumption.
Moreover, it produces strongly relevant features and avoids
features redundancy unlike other feature extraction methods.
Authors in [107] has also compared different versions of CS-
SCHT namely natural order, Paley order, sequency order, and
Cal–Sal order with LMNN classifier. It is found that CS-SCHT
with Cal–Sal order outperforms other approaches n terms of
sensitivity, specificity, and overall detection accuracy.
D. Feature Selection
From the discussion in preceding section, it is evident that
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too many features can be extracted from the ECG data for
AF auto-detection. Use of all the features is neither practical
nor efficient. So it is important to identify key features or
re-engineer features to find fewer yet relevant features that
encompass the maximum information needed for accurate
prediction. To find the combination of features, that generates
the optimal performance, different approaches are adopted.
Features can be ranked based on correlation with the predicate,
for this purpose different corelation methods can be applied.
The top-ranked features, then can be used with different
machine learning algorithms to develop a model. In this case
features with high correlation may be selected but when they
are used together in the model they may not yield better
accuracy. Another possible approach is to re-engineer features
in such a way that maximum information are compressed
into fewer features, using feature engineering techniques like
PCA. Model based heuristic approach is also an option which
tries all the possible combinations of features with some
ML algorithm and select the feature combination with best
performance. Bottleneck here is that it is computationally
very costly. Linear discriminant analysis is another popular
approach used for feature selection in ECG based AF detec-
tion and prediction [16], [108]. Authors in [16] have used
knowledge-based approach for add on information to select
four combinations of features from the feature space of five
features. Those feature combinations are further evaluated
using discriminant function analysis to find the features that
best characterize PeAF and PAF classes.
Some popular techniques of feature selection used for dif-
ferent type of medical data are reviewed in [109]. It discusses
feature selection techniques like Correlation-Based Feature
Selection, Consistency-Based Filter, INTERACT, Information
Gain, ReliefF, Recursive Feature Elimination for Support
Vector Machines, and Lasso regularization. Besides them some
advanced Nature Inspired Optimization Algorithms (NIOA)
are also getting popular for the selection of set of features
with optimum performance. Authors in [110] group the NIOA
in broad four categories namely, Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA), Bio-inspired algorithms, algorithms inspired by Physics
or Chemistry, and algorithms that do not fall in any of
the preceding category but they are inspired some natural
phenomenon like social-emotional optimization technique.
Evolutionary algorithms are further grouped into categories
like Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming (GP)
Evolution Strategies (ES) and Evolutionary Programming
(EP), and Differential Evolution (DE). Popular Bio-inspired
algorithms include Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO), Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO), Firefly Algorithm (FA), Cuckoo
search (CS), Bat Algorithm (BA) etc. Harmony Search (SA),
Big Bang Big Crunch (BBBC) and Gravitational Search
Algorithm (GSA) are some of the Physics and chemistry
inspired algorithms. For more detail about these algorithms
please consult [110]. Optimal set of features can be selected
using individual NIOA like GA [19], BA [105], PSO [111],
or FA [111]. Their are some constraints associated with these
algorithms e.g., implementation of GA is complex, defining
of parameters is difficult and still it may not reach the optimal
solution. Similarly FF is likely get stuck with the local opti-
mum set. To overcome these challenges authors in [111] have
proposed an hybrid approach called Fire Fly Particle Swarm
Optimizer (FFPSO) for the optimization of ECG features. It
is combination of PSO and FF. It takes advantage of the
computational speed of PSO and effectiveness of Firefly that
ultimately helps to reach global optimal set quickly.
V. MACHINE LEARNING FOR AF DIAGNOSIS
Machine learning, in theory, focuses on mathematical algo-
rithms and statistical models [112], [113] that help machines
make decisions in an automated manner based on inference ac-
quired from the data provided. The automatic detection of AF
from the clinical ECG data has been researched for decades,
and various algorithms have been proposed and implemented.
However, the shift towards outpatient monitoring through
low-power wearable devices and apps introduces additional
challenging requirements. These requirements include real-
time capability, the ability to cope with rather noisy and low-
quality signals with various artefacts, harsh constraints on
computational complexity and power consumption.
Conventionally machine learning is categorized as super-
vised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning
deals with problems where the predicate is known. For exam-
ple use of machine learning on ECG data to find whether it is
normal or it has an episode of AF, here the predicate class (i.e
normal vs abnormal) is known. But in the case of unsupervised
learning predicate is not known, clustering is a common
example of unsupervised machine learning. Clustering can be
used to identify important features or significant variations
(arrhythmia types) in ECG. Machine learning algorithms,
based on the nature of final predicate, are broadly grouped
together as regression algorithms or classification algorithms.
Regression algorithms can predict continuous values whereas
the classification algorithms predict categorical variables.
Most of the algorithms discussed in the literature for the
detection and prediction of AF are supervised learning classi-
fication algorithms. Use cases of AF related machine learning
algorithms can be grouped in the following broad categories
based on the implementation scheme or objective of of ML
algorithm:
A. Identification
Machine learning based solution available in literature ma-
jorly perform classification to distinguish the normal heartbeat
scenario from the existing AF scenario. As a second step,
learning algorithms are also used to further categorize AF (e.g.,
PAF, PeF etc.). Most commonly used algorithms are Naive
Bayes classification, linear discrimination analysis (LDA), K
nearest neighbor (kNN), Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [114],
artificial neural network (ANN), logistic regression, support
vector machine (SVM), decision trees, sequential similarity
algorithms, Graph theory algorithms e.g., optimum-path forest
[115] and knowledge-based classification (KBC).
Most of the research has been on the topic of differentiating
normal or sinus rhythm (SR) ECG from AF ECG segments
when the AF is already present. For example, Physionet,
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an online platform governed by Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), has organized well accepted competition
on this topic and provides an open access to relevant ECG
databases to foster research in this area. They have also
organized another competition on another common topic of
research where classification is performed to differentiate AF,
SR, Noise and the other types of arrhythmia. Other very com-
mon classification goals in research have been to differentiate
the different types of AF like PAF, Persistent AF(PeAF) and
permanent AF. Classification algorithms have also been used
to evaluate the chances of other disease in the presence of AF.
Example of such cases are presented in Table VII.
B. Prediction
Another important and challenging task for machine learning
is to proactively predict PAF or episodes of AF before they
occure. Most of the research available related to prediction
focuses predicting the next possible episode of AF when AF
is already present. Even predicting an onset of AF requires
classifying the patterns that occur before PAF episodes and
is often a challenging task due to their resemblance with the
normal rhythm. Therefore for the prediction again mostly the
same classification algorithms are used. But now the objective
of these algorithms is different. In identification step they can
differentiate between sinus rhythm from AF rhythm for the
incident cases of AF (i.e., AF is already developed). Whereas
for the prevalent cases (i.e., AF has not happend yet but their
can be a risk of AF) classification algorithms can be used to
predict if the PAF will happen or not. They can also be used
to predict the next episode of AF before time. Though some
researchers have worked to evaluate the risk of PAF in non-
cardiac and cardiothoracic surgery [23], [24]. Prediction of
PAF well before it happens is still an open research problem.
C. Real-time detection
Another challenging area is the real-time detection of AF,
since most of the existing work rely on off-line processing of
ECG signals. Existing ML models are developed or evaluated
using ECG data already saved in databases. ECG data requires
a lot of pre-processing, therefore, developing an algorithm
that can detect or predict AF from streaming data is a
challenging task. In the smart wearable space, there has been
an ongoing research on real-time devices capable of detecting
heart rhythm anomalies such as finger band developed by
Apple [116]. However, efficacy of such devices still needs to
be established. Another approach is to use anomaly detection
algorithms which detects anomalous heartbeat patterns on real-
time for initial alarm and data may be processed further for
classification of arrhythmia as AF or any other type.
D. Features extraction based approaches
Machine learning approaches, in the context of application
here, can also be grouped into two main categories.
1) With features as input: In this approach features ex-
tracted from the raw ECG data are used as input. Classical
ML algorithms like SVM, KNN, Decision Trees, Naı¨ve Byes
etc., follow this approach. Implementation of such algorithms
involve an extra computational step of feature extraction
(fast, suitable for edge devices) and the information provided
to algorithm are limited by the choice of features. Feature
extraction and selection of right combination of feature is
a challenging task here. But feature based algorithms are
commonly computationally low cost in training and testing
except few algorithms like SVM which is computationally
expensive in training for the high number of features or KNN
which performs in memory storage even for the testing phase.
Otherwise feature based algorithm with right features are
commonly low cost computationally for training and testing.
2) With raw data as input: The other approach of ML
does not require the feature extraction and raw data can be
used as it is in this approach. ML algorithms like Neural
Networks (NN) their basic and advance versions use the
raw data for model learning and diagnosis of AF. Intuitively
such algorithms should perform faster than the first type of
algorithms as they do not involve feature extraction step but
it is not the case. It is because the algorithms crunch whole
data to find important information for model learning which
involves many nodes and layers of neurons (i.e computational
units). It increase the computational cost. But these algorithm
are more comprehensive and can extract important information
and parameters that may not be exploited with the classical
algorithms. The newer advance versions of ANN also known
as deep learning are getting very popular for their robust ap-
proach and effectiveness. But the bottleneck is the computation
cost which makes its implementation difficult on standalone
small wearable devices. Cloud based deep learning solutions
that sense data from the wearable devices but process and
assess it in cloud are getting popular for always on Healthcare
facilities [121]. An even more efficient method that can be
used in some cases like at medical facilities is edge computing
instead of the cloud computing. It can decrease the time of data
transfer and computational cost remarkably [122].Besides that
some advance optimization techniques like Adaptive Moment
Estimation (ADAM) [123] can also increase the efficiency of
the deep learning approach.
E. General Discussion
The Table VII presents some use cases of ML algorithms
for the detection of the AF. ML algorithms that can be
ported to smart wearable devices must not only be highly
accurate but must needs to be computationally efficient. For
this the algorithms need to be more robust to noise which is
highly expected in low-energy wearable monitoring devices.
Detection of QRS complex is mandatory preliminary step
in all machine learning based solutions for AF diagnosis.
But the presence of noise can impact the detection of QRS
complex, and subsequently features extraction and ultimately
the performance of ML model.
Authors in [124] have measured and compared the impact of
noise on nine different algorithms for the detection of QRS. As
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input, they have used different types of signals like normal,
single-channel, lead-II, and synthesized ECG. Five different
types of synthesized noises (electromyographic interference,
abrupt baseline shift, 60-Hz power line interference, abrupt
baseline shift, baseline drift due to respiration, and a composite
noise constructed from all of the other noise types) are added
to synthesized ECG. They compared the performance of the al-
gorithms based on the percentage of QRS complexes detected,
time delay in detection, and the number of false positives. They
found that at the highest noise level for all the noise types, no
single algorithm could detect all the QRS complexes without
any false positive. Different algorithm with specific feature sets
performed better than others in the presence of certain noise
type. An algorithm that used a digital filter performed better
than all other algorithms in the presence of composite noise.
Another algorithm with slope and amplitude based features
showed the best performance in the presence of EMG noise.
VI. WEARABLE, AND IMPLANTABLE SENSORS FOR AF
DETECTION
The number of connected wearable devices worldwide is
expected to jump from an estimate of 325 million in 2016 to
over 830 million in 2020 and to be specific, it is forecasted
that smart watches would account for about half of all wear-
able unit sales worldwide in 2018 (Statista-Wearable). These
promising predictions, along with the increased demands on
user-specific contents and our desire to quantify ourselves, are
fuelling the need for high-efficiency and adaptive wearable
technologies beyond the existing capabilities. With the vision
of 5G wireless communications and its associated novel ap-
plications becoming a reality, the proposed research conceives
new theories, designs and experimental methodologies for
the design and implementation of next generation wearable
devices as part of the Internet of things (IoT).
Wearable and implantable technologies are the main driving
force behind the modernization in the mobile health era. Smart
healthcare is indeed envisioned as a revolutionary approach in
various medical applications, in order to monitor, track, and
record vital signs of critical patients’ health conditions [125].
In addition to the substantial development in the fifth gener-
ation (5G) wireless networks, Internet of Things (IoT), and
cloud radio access networks (C-RANs), rapid innovations in
biomedical sensors, have led this vision to the verge of real-
ity [126]. However, key challenges still remain to be addressed.
This section focuses on presenting the recent development in
wearable, and implantable technologies dedicated to medical
application, such as AF detection.
A. Wearable Wireless Body Area Networks
AF outpatients enduring arrhythmias demanding heart mon-
itoring for a long period of time have generally worn a Holter
monitor for 24 hours, an apple watch or a smart phone, as
shown in Figure 8 [102].
It captures and transmits ECG signals for post-processing.
However, none of these techniques is ideal and an AF can
be missed due to several technical reasons [127]. Moreover,
various mobile cardiac telemetry systems are being developed
Figure 8. Apple watch and smartphone for cardiac monitoring
in order to accurately detect AF such as Zio Patch, a non-
invasive monitoring device. It is a single-use device, water
resistant, cutaneous patch that regularly records single lead
electrocardiography for up to 14 days. A detailed report of
the cardiac electrical activity is finally released to the assigned
physician [128]. Furthermore, advancements in sensor tech-
nologies have resulted in reducing the device’s dimensions
and improving power consumption. In fact, antenna design
is a crucial player in wearable technology especially those
dedicated to AF detection systems since a highly accurate
and performant devices are required. Hence, the performance
of the wearable antenna should take into account several
considerations such as bending scenarios, mismatching, and
most importantly ensuring minimum specific absorption rate
(SAR) which is a measure of the rate at which the energy
is absorbed by the human body tissues when exposed to an
electromagnetic field [129]. In addition, the proposed proto-
type has to be low-profile, robust, and lightweight. In [130], a
new wearable ECG device is developed as shown in Figure 9.
The wearable ECG attached on the chest is composed of a pair
of sensing electrodes, a transceiver and a detection circuit. The
ECG data are collected and transmitted to a personal computer
in real-time for AF detection. In the same study, results proved
that the antenna bending has a significant impact on the gain
and the radiation pattern compared to a flat antenna case. The
overall gain is decreased by about 2 to 4 dB when the antenna
is placed on the wrist and therefore a reduction of the radiation
Figure 9. Wearable ECG on human body
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Figure 10. Radiation pattern measurement of the watch strap antenna in the
anechoic chamber [131]
front-to-back ratio ocuurs. However, the bandwidth remains
unchanged across all measured cases. Moreover, a circular slot
wearable antenna at 2.4 GHz based on a metal watch strap
is proposed in [131]. The radiation patterns are measured in
the anechoic chamber using a VNA, as shown in Figure 10
Results confirm that antenna bending on the wrist could
significantly limit the antenna performance. Furthermore, it
has been shown that the change of the feeding position would
cause an alteration of the matching performance and resonance
frequency. Another research study in [132] presents, a compact
wearable antenna at 2.4 GHz using a novel miniaturized
electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure. The design demon-
strates a low-profile, compact, and robust solution to meet
the requirements of medical applications. The EBG structure
is used to reduce the back radiation and frequency shifting
due to the human body effect [132]. In fact, electromagnetic
bandgap (EBG) structures are integrated into the wearable
sensor for the purpose of providing an acceptable degree of
isolation from the human body and reduce the SAR in order
to comply with the health and safety regulations. However,
most EBG-based designs are electrically large [133]. Using
EBG techniques, the proposed prototype has dimensions of
46 × 46 × 2.4 mm3, an impedance bandwidth of 27%, a gain
improvement of 7.8 dBi and a reduction in SAR of more than
95%. Therefore, the antenna is considered as an outstanding
candidate for deployment into wearable devices applied for
biomedical applications.
B. Implantable Wireless Body Area Networks
Longer-term monitoring is recommended for patients expe-
riencing occasional and unrecognized fainting periods. There-
fore, implantable technologies are particularly attractive and
have the potential to provide significant solutions [134]. A
fully implanted cardiac pacemaker for patients suffering from
cardiac anomalies was conceived in the 1960s, which was
among the first implantable monitoring cardiac devices [135].
Since then, a lot of improvement is achieved using biocompat-
ible devices and programmable circuitry. Today, Medtronic’s
insertable cardiac is the worlds smallest and most accurate
monitor used for AF detection [136]. It consists of an im-
plantable loop recorder as shown in Figure 11. It is inserted
Figure 11. Implantable loop recorder [136]
just below the skin of the chest in order to record permanently
heart rhythm for up to three years and allowing remote moni-
toring. In fact, implantable medical devices are of paramount
importance for in vivo monitoring, recording, and transmitting
data [136]. The most crucial part of each implanted device
is the integrated antenna. Because of the small package
requirement, small planar antennas are considered to be the
best candidates for medical implantable applications because
of their thin profile [137]. Different research studies have
investigated the integration of patch and planar inverted-F
antennas (PIFA) [138], [139]. Planar dipole [140] and mono-
pole [141] antennas have been also suggested. In [142], a
loop antenna has been presented. Further, the rise of nan-
otechnology resulted in additional medical research advance-
ments. Consequently, healthcare is developing quickly towards
a future where smart medical implants could permanently
monitor body conditions and autonomously respond to any
cardiac anomaly such as AF. For more details on implantable
or wearable sensing technologies in health care please consult
[143]–[147]
VII. CHALLENGES
In AF management, the most important and equally chal-
lenging task is its diagnosis. A machine learning based so-
lution for AF diagnosis with high accuracy is desired which
also need to be computationally efficient. In this section, we
discuss the challenges related to the auto-diagnosis of AF.
A. Early detection or prediction
Detection of the potential risk of AF before it happens is
an ideal scenario. Machine learning models in research mostly
detect AF when it happens or when its episodes are about
to happen. Two major bottlenecks in early auto-detection are
the energy limitations of continuous monitoring equipment
and lack of efficient ML based models for the prediction of
AF. Such models are needed that can not only predict the
possibility of PAF with high accuracy well before time but they
are also required to be supportive for low energy monitoring
devices. Development of monitoring devices with low energy
consumption and capacity to harvest its own energy, can
help to overcome energy related limitaitons. Data fusion of
multi-source or multi-sensors patient specific data and the
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data from other healthcare records, can be very helpful in
the development of efficient ML Models. Big data analytics
can help in data fusion for the identification of important
disease specific biomarkers from the multi-source data. Then
this enriched data can be used in ML algorithms for developing
models for the prediction of AF well before time.
B. Unique Biomarker
Biomarkers help to extract features that are used in ML
models for AF detection and prediction. Common biomarkers
used in research, so far, are based on atrial activity or ventric-
ular response recorded with ECG. One main issue with such
biomarkers is that they are common between AF and other
types of arrhythmia. Hence, based on these biomarkers other
type of arrhythmia may be confused with AF. For example
incosistent RR intervals can be diagnosed by a ML model as
AF but actually it can be caused by Atrial Flutter. There is,
therefore, need to identify unique and robust biomarkers exclu-
sive to AF. For the identification of unique biomakers there is
also need to look beyond the electrical activity of the heart. It
means biological, chemical and physical changes should also
be studied which by any mean can indicate occurrence of AF
or patterns that can lead to AF. Moreover, instead of relying on
single biomarker, combination of multiple biomarkers should
also be explored with the help of ML models for AF auto
detection and prediction. For example, some information about
contributing factors highlighted in Figure 2 can also be used in
combination to ECG based biomarkers for developing models,
as they have been found correlated to AF [8]. Data fusion can
also play important role in finding unique biomarkers.
C. Alternative Sensing Technologies
As in research and practice ECG is commonly used as
the main tool for the diagnosis of AF. Similarly, therefore,
main focus for data collection has been on ECG technologies
e.g., patches, implantable, and ambulatory devices are getting
popular. Admittedly, today ECG is the most reliable technique
for the identification of AF among the available methods. But,
Where there is a need to develop and adopt more sophisticated
ECG techniques, there, exploration of new horizons for sens-
ing technologies should also be considered. Technologies like
IEGM [148], magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) [149],
radio frequency and microwave sensing systems [150]–[157],
Photopletysmography [158], echocardiography, augmented re-
ality [159], accelerometry etc., should also be explored as they
have been used in some healthcare issues of the same nature.
D. Low-cost Pre-processing
In the context of smart wearable devices, conventional pre-
processing methods are not ideal since most of the noise
removal techniques are not only computationally demanding
but they are also not well suited for real-time processing.
Advance methods are required to fulfill the stringent re-
quirement of low-power devices and also able to meet the
desired performance bounds. Assurance of QoS during data
processing is also very critical. Artificial intelligence can play
important role in the QoS optimization [122]. Algorithms like
QoS computation algorithm (AQCA) [160] for the computa-
tion of QoS can help in monitoring performance indicators
during data processing. Besides that, to meet the energy
requirements in implantable or wearbale low energy devices,
data processing steps should have very low computational
cost. Moreover, adaptive energy-efficient transmission power
control algorithms need to be developed like the ones proposed
in [161], [162]. It should adapt the transmission according to
the body postures and movement to conserve enrgy and also
ensure quality of data.
E. Standardization
Another key requirement for the commercial viability of
a machine learning solution for AF detection and prediction
is its standardization. AF conditions may vary from patient
to patient. So caution should be paid in the selection of
biomarkers, collection of data, extraction of features and
implementation of machine learning algorithm such that they
perform equally good on the diverse range of the population.
Development of such a solution which is highly accurate,
computationally low-cost and works for the diverse population
is a challenging task. Standardization is not only needed in the
selection of biomarkers but also for the processing techniques
and ML models important slso for the knowedge transfer.
F. Wearable Design
Although the substantial advancement are made in sensing
technology, but still, implant processes can lead to infections
or even implant failures, which makes patients cautious and
hesitant to adopt them. Furthermore, several patients have
expressed allergies and reactions to the materials containing
the implant devices. The quality and robustness of wearable
also demand further extensive enhancement. Wearable devices
should be efficient in operating under different circumstances,
such as in wet or humid environments and hot temperatures.
This would allow adequate and continuous monitoring without
losing performance during activities such as showering, swim-
ming, or playing tennis. In addition, wearable systems fabri-
cated from smart textiles and stretchable electronics should be
possibly washable and dryable, and the electrodes should be
strong and not break in case of bending or folding.
G. Privacy
Another very important and critical step in the development
process of an auto-diagnosis solution for AF is to ensure the
privacy of the subject under observation. It becomes even more
critical when the data is transported over the Internet and
saved in a shared database. Where the shared database helps
to have access to added information valuable in developing
more intelligent solutions there it becomes important to secure
the personal information of each participant. Modern hacking
techniques and big data analytic have many pros. But at the
same time personal data or the identity of the participant can
be revealed by the exploitation of these techniques. Therefore
there is a need for more advance data encryption techniques
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like the one mentioned in [96] for the secure data transfer and
storage. In addition to that anonymity schemes also need to be
looked on cautiously. But a bottleneck connected to encryption
is that even the simple arithmetic operations do not produce
much accurate results for encrypted data. The algorithms that
can pull off with encrypted data for higher accuracy can be
computationally costly and require some memory as well. So
advance encryption techniques like Homomorphic Encryption
(HE) process [96] needed which not only secure data but also
make data processing convenient.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Development of low-cost high accuracy machine learning
based non-invasive solutions, for the auto-detection and pre-
diction of AF and its types, has tremendous demand in smart
health-care, particularly in AF management. In this paper,
we review the research work about the detection of AF, we
identify challenges associated with the processing of ECG
data such as the noise removal techniques, the efficacy of
various machine learning methods in conjunction with feature
extraction techniques. Moreover, we provide a comparative
study of various state-of-the-art solutions and highlighted the
gaps that are needed to be addressed in order to envision a
smart wearable solution for AF detection.
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